
Discovering Strings and Orchestra
                        Math Grades 1-3 –  Time, Triangles and Trapazoids
                                (contributed by Rebecca Edmondson, March 2009
                           with permission to reproduce and adapt without request)

National Standards for Music Education
1. Singing, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music
6. Listening to, analyzing, and describing music
8. Understanding relationships between music, other arts, and disciplines outside the arts
9. Understanding music in relation to history and culture

Lesson Length:
One - 45 minutes class

Materials Needed
• printed for French Folk Song (included at end of this lesson packet
• triangle manipulatives (see tamplates at end of this lesson packet)
• marker board and markers and/or chart
• hammered dulcimer (if available) or CD recording
• bowed psaltery (if available) or CD recording
• The Greedy Triangle by Marilyn Burns, Publisher: Scholastic, Inc., New York

(1994), ISBN-0-590-48991-7
• A Dulcimer for Elspeth by Esther A. Kreek, Publisher: Serene Sounds (April 24,

2002), this book contains a CD of dulcimer music
      ISBN 10: 0971886601, ISBN 13: 9780971886605



Vocabulary to be Learned
Music Terms –

• time signature
• rhythm
• polyrhythm
• syncopation
• hammered dulcimer – The strings of the hammered dulcimer are strectched horizontal

ly over bridges atop a trapezoid shaped sounding board. The player holds a small
mallet hammer in each hand to strike the strings while the dulcimer rests on a stand at
an angle in front of the musician. The word dulcimer is Graeco-Roman, meaning
"sweet song", derived from the Latin dulcis (sweet) and the Greek melos (song).
Tradition indicates that the hammered dulcimer was invented in Iran (Persia)
approximately 2000 years ago, where it is called a santur (cf. the folkloric Kashmiri
santoor).

• bowed psaltery –  A fully chromatic psaltery in a triangular shape has strings running
down both left and right sides and may be played by bowing the string, between the
pegs, or by plucking.  It is usually played one note at a time or it may be laid down
and played with a bow in each hand, in a style reminiscent of the closely-related
hammered dulcimer.  The psaltery dates to 300 B.C.

Math Terms -
• triangle = 3 sides
• trapazoid =  a quadrilateral with two parallel sides
• quadrilateral = 4 sides
• polygon = a multiple sided figure bound by a closed path

Resources and Sources for This Lesson

Suggested recordings for students to listen to in lieu of a live performer or when a
dulcimer and psaltery are not available:

1) A Place Apart – Maddy MacNeil - www.madelinemacneil.com
Hammered and moutain dulcimers, guitar, cello and bass bring other beautiful
songs to the listener's welcoming ears:  From A Distance, Craggy Knob, Try To
Remember, Furry Day Carol, Autumn Leaves, We'll Sing The Night Away, Many
Butterflies, Dancing At Whitsun, Vigils, Shenandoah.

Maddy MacNeil’s CDs may be ordered online from fallingmountain.com . or
Roots and Branches Music
P.O. Box 515
Berryville, Virginia 22611
Telephone: 540-955-3595



2) Christmas In The Air - Sam Rizzetta:  http://samrizzetta.com/    to hear sound clips,
or order digital downloads from CD Baby
Rizzetta Music
PO Box 530
Inwood, WV 25428-0530

3)  Psimple Psaltery Tunes  - Features bowed psaltery duets. A collection of simple folk
  tunes featuring the sweet, ethereal music of the bowed psaltery.

from CD Baby
   © 2005 Mel-Ing (634479177392)

CD price: $14.00

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hammered_dulcimer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bowed_psaltery
http://www.phantasypsalteries.com/phantasy.htm

The hammered dulcimer and bowed psaltery photos courtesy of Rebecca Edmondson.

Lesson Procedure

I.  Introduction
Today’s lesson is about time, triangles, and trapazoids .

A. Teach and sing the melody to the song, French Folk Song.
B. Read the book The Greedy Triangle.  This book presents shapes in combinations

in real-world imagery. The hidden curriculum is self-acceptance, which is evident
when the Greedy Triangle visits the Shapeshifter.

C. Distribute triangle manipulatives.  Students will experiment in creating other
shapes using the 5 triangles.  Guide all students in making a trapazoid
(quadralateral).  Draw a diagram on the marker board to illustrate.

D. Ask leading questions, such as:
1. What musical instruments are in the shape of a triangle? (the

percussion triangle, bowed psaltery).  What type of instrument is a
bowed psaltery (string)?  Show and demonstrate a bowed psaltery or
play a recording and show photo.

2. With your manipulatives, how many triangles did you use on the top
and on the bottom to form a trapazoid?  (2 on top, 3 on the bottom)

3. What musical instrument is in the shape of a trapazoid?  Show and
demonstrate a bowed psaltery or play a recording and show photo.

E. Distribute the string music to French Folk Song. Relate the 2 + 3 triangles  =
trapezoid, to the 2 against 3 rhythmic pattern by visually showing the students the
3/4 melody on the top line and the 2 dotted quartet notes on the bottom line.  Point
out that both these rhythms fit in a measure. Have your string students play
French Folk Song on their own string instrument while you play the bottom
harmony line, demonstrating how their 3 pattern fits with the 2 pattern fits with
your two pattern.  You may have your students sing the lyrics while playing.



F. Students will learn the three against two pattern while saying and patting the
following pattern on their lap:

“Not dif-fi-cult”
1. “Not”  - tap both right and left hands simultaneously in lap
2. “dif”    - tap left hand only
3. “fi”      -    tap right hand only
4. “cult’   -    tap left hand only
The left hand is patting the three pattern while the right hand is in
two.  Doing the 3 against 2 pattern is not difficult!

G. If time permits, allow students to try the hammered dulcimer and bowed psaltery.

Informal Assessment
• Observe students patting the 2 against 3 rhythm pattern (“not difficult”) on lap
• Observe students using triangle manipulatives to form a trapazoid
• Listen to students sing and/or play the two parts of “French Folk Song”

Extension
• Invite a guest musician to perform on the hammered dulcimer and/or bowed psaltery
• Students will listen to excerpts of music containing the 2 against 3 rhythmic pattern:

o Dawn from “Pride and Prejudice”
o  Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring

• Read the book, A Dulcimer for Elspeth by Esther A. Kreek, to the students.
• Introduce yet another type of dulcimer – a lap or Appalachian dulcimer



Students may make their own cardboard dulcimer from a kit, which may be ordered
from:    Backyard Music

PO Box 9047
New Haven, CT 06532
Phone: (203) 281-4515    Fax: (203)773-3657
e-mail:   service@backyardmusic.com

• To incorporate yet another shape, students may learn an American square dance, in
music or physical education class

• An art lesson may utilize the triangle, trapazoid, and square into a visual art project
• More extension lessons are suggested in the back of the book, The Greedy Triangle.

Conclusion
Use the following suggested prompts for students to reach their own conclusions:

Rhythmic patterns may be combined to . . .
Shapes my be combined to  . . .
Stringed instruments may be played . . .

Notes for the String Clinician and Youth Group Leader:

Submitted to ASTA by
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